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 The third and final game in the series, Baldr Sky Dive4 "Ashia no Jutsu" was released in Japan on April 28, 2010. Plot
Following the events of Baldr Sky's first game, Baldr Sky and his family have grown increasingly independent. Upon

discovering one of their shuttered donut shops to be used as a motel by scammers, Baldr decides to take down the scammers and
to take back their property. As Baldr returns to their house to inform his parents about this, he finds that they are not at home.

Baldr then sets off to find his parents and his donut shop. During his search, he encounters Ginko, a ghost who is trying to save a
cursed girl called Ushirobo, and finds out that the donut shop is actually a restaurant. After saving the cursed girl, Baldr decides

to take her and Ginko to a shrine of good luck. There, he encounters his parents, who are still staying in the motel, and
Ushirobo. It is here where Baldr learns that he has been under a curse all along, one that was placed on him when he was very
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young. Ushirobo informs Baldr that he has been under this curse since he was very young and can only be freed if he shares his
dreams with others. She then gives Baldr a special book that can be used to unlock the dreams of others, and Baldr returns to his

parents with it. However, before he can save his parents from the motel, they are kidnapped by a group of criminals who are
trying to sell drugs. However, Baldr finds his parents and rescues them. After this, the donut shop is cleared and the motel is

shut down. Reception The games have received positive reviews from critics. Baldr Sky's graphics have been praised by
GameSpot, as the game has a beautiful cel-shaded art style with impressive graphical details. IGN compared Baldr Sky's

controls to those of the console port of Nintendo's Mario series, which has received criticism from reviewers. GameSpot found
that the game has an easy control system, yet is hard to master. Electronic Gaming Monthly noted that the game featured

enhanced motion control. However, GameSpot and IGN both stated that the game suffered from slight loading times. IGN also
praised the game's rich soundtrack. Conversely, GameSpot stated that some of the background music is repetitive. GameSpot

also criticized Baldr Sky's short length, despite making the 82157476af
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